It is important that your grant is used effectively and based on school need. The Education Inspection Framework
(Ofsted 2019 p64) makes clear there will be a focus on ‘whether leaders and those responsible for governors all
understand their respective roles and perform these in a way that enhances the effectiveness of the school’.
Under the Quality of Education criteria (p41) inspectors consider the extent to which schools can articulate
their curriculum (INTENT), construct their curriculum (IMPLEMENTATION) and demonstrate the outcomes
which result (IMPACT).
To assist schools with common transferable language this template has been developed to utilise the same
three headings which should make your plans easily transferable between working documents.
Schools must use the funding to make additional and sustainable improvements to the quality of
Physical Education, School Sport and Physical Activity (PESSPA) they offer. This means that you should
use the Primary PE and Sport Premium to:
•
•

Develop or add to the PESSPA activities that your school already offer
Build capacity and capability within the school to ensure that improvements made now will
benefit pupils joining the school in future years
Please visit gov.uk for the revised DfE guidance including the 5 key indicators across which
schools should demonstrate an improvement. This document will help you to review your
provision and to report your spend. DfE encourages schools to use this template as an
effective way of meeting the reporting requirements of the Primary PE and Sport Premium.
We recommend you start by reflecting on the impact of current provision and reviewing the
previous spend.
Schools are required to publish details of how they spend this funding as well as on the
impact it has on pupils’ PE and sport participation and attainment by the end of the
summer term or by 31st July 2020 at the latest.
We recommend regularly updating the table and publishing it on your website
throughout the year. This evidences your ongoing self-evaluation of how you are
using the funding to secure maximum, sustainable impact. Final copy must be
posted on your website by the end of the academic year and no later than the
31st July 2020. To see an example of how to complete the table please click HERE.

Support for review and reflection - considering the 5 key indicators from DfE, what development needs are a priority for your setting and your
pupils now and why? Use the space below to reflect on previous spend and key achievements and areas for development.

Key achievements to date until July 2020:

Areas for further improvement and baseline evidence of need:



Competed in 3 inter school sports events, from Reception to Year 2.



Competed in the local area Key Steps 1 Gym Competition at a local secondary school

against other infant schools achieving seventh place overall. Children’s self-esteem,
confidence and social skills took a much needed boost and the discipline involved and the
approach to formal coaching made an impact on all of the children. A number of the

children involved in the after-school Gymnastics club throughout the academic year have
approached our local gymnastics club seeking membership.








Planned to compete in an inter schools football competition in the summer term but due
to Covid restrictions this was postponed and contact will be made to reschedule.


Discuss with staff the potential for sourcing an establishment (local leisure centre) in
order to resume our swimming program (Reception to Yr. 2).
Provide/source more links to sports outside of school to encourage families to
utilise/observe sports in the community
Continue to monitor and promote healthy eating and tackle issues that arise such as
‘unhealthy’ options in packed-lunch boxes.
Monitor progression in P.E. through analysis of whole-school assessment using our
updated assessment process.

The profile of P.E. and sport has been raised across school from Nursery to Year 2.




Most pupils have a love of P.E./sport; they have a positive approach and are enthusiastic
about taking part, demonstrating a real desire to learn and improve.



Pupils are more active at playtime as we continue to develop a well-structured outdoor
learning program throughout school.



Children’s self-esteem, confidence and social skills across all year groups have
Improved / increased as a result of offering a range of additional clubs (gymnastics, basic
skills, yoga). These clubs have engaged children across a range of abilities; they promote
positive attitudes towards exercise and the benefits towards positive physical, mental and
social well-being.
Positive attitudes (children and staff) towards what makes for a healthy body and mind.



To increase boys’ attendance at gymnastics club (extra-curricular)
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Supported by:

To provide nursery children with a piece of climbing equipment as they currently do not
have one. This is with a view to providing the youngest of our children the opportunity to
‘climb’ and develop their ‘gross motor’ skills involving the larger muscles in the arms, legs
and torso. The equipment will be designed to encourage strength building activities such
as stretching, walking and lifting; the skills also involve body awareness, reaction speed
agility, balance, coordination and strength. The decision is based on the success of a
similar project in the school’s quadrangle area to which nursery have no access, due to
the location of their classroom, health and safety aspects and other logistical
considerations.

Action Plan and Budget Tracking
Capture your intended annual spend against the 5 key indicators. Clarify the success criteria and
evidence of impact that you intend to measure to evaluate for pupils today and for the future.

Academic Year: 2019/20

Total fund allocated: £9,666

Date Updated:

Key indicator 1: The engagement of all pupils in regular physical activity – Chief Medical Officer guidelines recommend that Percentage of total allocation:
primary school pupils undertake at least 30 minutes of physical activity a day in school
%
Intent
Your school focus should be clear
what you want the pupils to know
and be able to do and about
what they need to learn and to
consolidate through practice:

Implementation
Make sure your actions to achieve
are linked to your intentions:

Impact
Funding
allocated:

Evidence of impact: what do
pupils now know and what
can they now do? What has
changed? :

For children to use playtimes to engage in
Three playtimes per day – 15 mins am, 20
A more positive and cohesive playtime
more organised physical activities – running, minutes at lunchtime, 10 minutes in the
Supply costs (none sessions with minimal disruption.
chasing, hopping, jumping, skipping, using
afternoon. All staff available on duty
to date)
Groups of identified children engage in
climbing equipment and other sports
encouraging exercise, organising games
activities that involve development of
equipment, pirate ship, tyres. In Summer, (weather permitting)
gross motor skills, whilst developing
this includes footballs, hoops, skipping ropes, P.E. subject leader given time to liaise with
their abilities to work as part of a team
ribbons, scarves etc. and involves playtimes local junior school to meet with their P.E
and enjoy physical activity.
on the ‘front grass’ area of school.
subject leader to plan/organise junior
leaders to ‘train’ our Year 2 playground
buddies.
To ensure those children with additional
physical needs have additional P.E. activity
targeted at developing their gross motor
skills.
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Those children identified have additional
P.E. activities twice a week.
Appropriate training for staff member (MB)
Staff member to provide extra - curricular
sessions in ‘Write Dance’.

Supported by:

£802

Sustainability and suggested
next steps:

To reinforce/secure the ‘playground
buddy’ system and ensure staff and
children receive appropriate
training/mentoring as
required/requested.
To arrange for our Year 2 ‘playground
buddies’ to work with junior children
organising a similar scheme.
Postponed due to Covid-19

Children identified with SEND, who have TAs currently working 1:1 to have
limited support funding, have additional their own P.E. slot to allow the
support to enhance work towards
children in their care to access
targets on their EHCPs.
programmes beneficial to them such
Staff trained in Smart Moves
as Smart Moves.
disseminated information to other staff
members resulting in children with
additional physical needs meeting their
personal targets.
.

To audit and develop extensive PE and
Ensure resources are sufficient and
playtime resources so that children can make appropriate. Following audit, purchase
the very best of their active times outdoors. new equipment. Each class will be
To provide active playtimes for all and to
sufficiently resourced with equipment
include pupil ‘challenges’.
(boxed and in their classroom) to access
when required.
Maintain and purchase all/any adventure
playground equipment

Playground Project: The construction of a
Children from Reception to Yr. 2 to utilise
climbing frame in the ‘Quadrangle’ area of the equipment (on a rota basis - to
school.
encourage sensible/structured/appropriate
The climbing frame is designed to provide
and controlled use of the equipment).
opportunities for children to climb up and
Children will be made aware of the control
around to develop their ‘gross motor’ skills used to develop key parts of their bodies
involving the larger muscles in the arms, legs and the benefits of this.
and torso. The equipment is designed to
encourage strength building activities such as
stretching, walking and lifting; it also
encourages/requires body awareness,
reaction speed, agility, balance, coordination
and strength.
All classes use this online/interactive
Cyber-Coach Smart:
Subscription to an online interactive sports programme. Many aspects of which
support and enhance areas of the
programme used within school which
curriculum and provide an alternative route
includes, brain-gym and sports based
activities and is used in ways which support to physical and mental exercise.
each class’ P.E. time-table.
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£2117.00

£9600

£105

Audit completed (whole staff
involvement – staff meeting). It was
apparent that lots of equipment is
Nursery children are able to have
old, worn and needs replacing.
greater access to a wider area of ground
Shortage of small equipment and
to enable them to participate in
much needs replenishing. The
activities to develop their gross motor
purchase of equipment and storage
skills and their ‘core’ strength.
will ensure ALL children in school will
have access to a wide range of
Due to Covid-19, plans are ongoing and
equipment for playtimes and outdoor
will resume early 2021.
P.E.
To set up Year group ‘challenges’
throughout school during outdoor
playtimes and at other times in the
school day.
The equipment is popular and deemed To further encourage use of the
a valuable resource by pupils and staff playground equipment and to
alike. The children are reaping the
continue to instil in the children the
physical rewards and the enjoyment of importance of developing their gross
having a simple but effective piece of motor skills.
equipment at their disposal
Further impact has been noticed in
children’s core strength development
which has positive results on their
ability to engage in a range of fine/gross
motor skills based activities.

Children benefit from the alternative
Prices negotiated yearly with a view
approach to PE incorporated into their to the continuation of the
daily routine.
subscription.
Brain Gym provides the children with
‘learning breaks’.
They respond well to the fun, physical
activities and the spontaneity of the
programme and the ability to
incorporate some of the content into
lessons.

Key indicator 2: The profile of PESSPA being raised across the school as a tool for whole school improvement
Intent
Your school focus should be clear
what you want the pupils to know
and be able to do and about
what they need to learn and to
consolidate through practice:

Implementation

Percentage of total allocation:
%

Impact

Make sure your actions to achieve
are linked to your intentions:

Funding
allocated:

Head Teacher and P.E. Subject Leader to
Discuss with Governors and all staff the
ensure that Physical Education, School Sport benefits of ensuring we have high quality
and Physical Activity (PESSPA) forms part of PESSPA across school.
the School Improvement Plan
Discuss how PESSPA can be used to support
families. In particular those with children
that have behavioural issues, confidence
issues and/or children with inactive
lifestyles.

None

Evidence of impact: what do
pupils now know and what
can they now do? What has
changed?

Sustainability and suggested
next steps:

Whole school staff aware of PESSPA and To continue throughout 20-21
its place on the SIP and the targets set (halted due to Covid-19)
for our pupils’ physical and mental
wellbeing.

Key indicator 3: Increased confidence, knowledge and skills of all staff in teaching PE and sport

Percentage of total allocation:
%

Intent
Your school focus should be clear
what you want the pupils to know
and be able to do and about
what they need to learn and to
consolidate through practice:
Hire specialist, qualified providers/coaches to
train staff and develop the knowledge and
skills required to enable children to
participate in competitive sport and motivate
them to access physical activity for leisure:
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Implementation
Make sure your actions to
achieve are linked to your
intentions:

*Children access termly Multi-skills
sessions with experienced footballers
from the local ‘BAFC Community’.
**A local gymnastics coach runs half
termly after-school clubs from Reception

Supported by:

Impact
Funding
allocated:

*BAFC: £3,400
**Furness Gym
Club-Brenda
Balfour £240

Evidence of impact: what do
pupils now know and what
can they now do? What has
changed?:

Sustainability and suggested
next steps:

All children involved, regardless of ability, On-going. Most suspended/
have enjoyed a wide-range of activities postponed due to Covid-19
which have instilled in them an
restrictions. To restart when
enjoyment of sport and physical activity. restrictions lift/or at the earliest
They have been taught to appreciate the (safest) opportunity.

Barrow AFC Community, Yo-kids, BB: Gym
Coach and Limitless Dance)

to Yr. 2. Children selected from these
groups to represent school at the local
Key Steps 1 competition
***All children across school from
NB: Throughout all of the activities provided, Nursery to Yr. 2 have half-termly Yoga
staff are involved in terms of either
timetabled into the academic year.
participation or observing and assessing
****Staff observe and participate in
pupils.
sessions run by specialist providers in
Gymnastics and Yoga and will integrate
the knowledge and skills learned into
their own P.E. lessons and throughout
school.

Source and utilise opportunities for further
staff training.
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effects to their physical, mental and
***Yo-kids Yoga
social well-being
Sessions – including *BAFC (once Inspiring infants) inspires a
inset. £1,690
love of sport and a ‘can do’ attitude in
our pupils and raises an awareness of
All of these costings sport beyond school. Children have been
include the running encouraged, through a ‘free-ticket’
of After-School
scheme, to access spectatorship of their
clubs delivered by local football team along with the
the same providers adults/carers in their life.
(section 4)
**Gymnastics: Children are inspired to
compete at a local level which raises selfesteem, builds confidence, and raises an
awareness that there are opportunities
that they may not have necessarily
considered. Many of the children have
gone on to join their local gymnastics
club through the contacts made.
***Pupils have the opportunity (without
charge) to participate and enjoy Yoga and
Gymnastics within the school timetable
and after-school.
****All staff engaged in a Yoga Inset,
provided in school by an external
specialists, to practise their skills for
teaching Yoga to pupils.
Staff feel better equipped to transfer the
skills learnt through participation
in/observation of the sessions and can
transfer those skills to their own P.E.
lessons.
Increased confidence, knowledge and
To be continued after Covid-19
skills in staff when
restrictions lift and deemed safe to
teaching PE and Sport
do so.

P.E. Subject Leader to be aware of
training opportunities that could be
attended by staff.
To promote the courses/training available
and encourage a willingness to
No costs incurred
participate.
due to COVID
restrictions

Supported by:

Key indicator 4: Broader experience of a range of sports and activities offered to all pupils
Intent
Your school focus should be clear
what you want the pupils to know
and be able to do and about
what they need to learn and to
consolidate through practice:
Hire specialist, qualified providers/coaches to
train staff and develop the knowledge and
skills required to enable children to
participate in competitive sport and motivate
them to access physical activity for leisure:
Barrow AFC Community, Yo-kids, BB: Gym
Coach and Limitless Dance)

Implementation
Make sure your actions to
achieve are linked to your
intentions:

*Children access termly Multi-skills
sessions with experienced footballers
from the local ‘BAFC’ community.
**A local gymnastics coach runs half
termly (5 weeks) after-school clubs from
Reception to Yr. 2.
***Children from Yr1 and Yr. 2 attend Yokids after-school club
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Percentage of total allocation:
%
Impact

Funding
allocated:

Costings above:
Section 3

Evidence of impact: what do
pupils now know and what
can they now do? What has
changed?:

Sustainability and suggested
next steps:

All children involved, regardless of ability, On-going. Much
have access to a range of after-school
suspended/postponed due to
clubs designed to promote physical and Covid-19 restrictions. To restart
mental well-being, which continues to
when restrictions lift/or at the
promote an enjoyment of sport and
earliest (safest) opportunity.
physical activity. They learn to
appreciate the effects to their physical,
mental and social well-being
*BAFC (once Inspiring infants) inspires a
love of sport and a ‘can do’ attitude in
the children and encourages an
awareness of sports and opportunities
beyond school.
**Gymnastics: Children enjoy learning
the basic ‘Key Steps’ skills and are
inspired to compete at a local level
raising self-esteem, building confidence
and a developing awareness of their skills
and recognising that there are
opportunities that they may not
necessarily consider otherwise. Many of
the children have gone on to join their
local gymnastics club through the
contacts made.
***Pupils have the opportunity to
participate and enjoy Yoga after-school
which gives them an insight into a more
‘holistic’ approach to health and wellbeing.

Forest Schools:
The sports premium is supporting ‘Forest
Schools’ by enabling a qualified staff member
to deliver a Forests Schools programme with
children from KS1.
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Children will access Forest School
activities timetabled in all year groups
throughout the year, elements of which
support and enhance areas of the
curriculum.

Supported by:

Costs involve
Children benefit from being outdoors and Forest Schools is an integral part of
paying another
utilising skills often not afforded them or our curriculum and supports our
local primary school found in the classroom. Observations
beliefs about the outdoors being a
to access their
have shown improved behaviour and the valuable resource in supporting the
woodland and
development of ‘team-work’ and
children’s physical and mental welltransport costs
‘leadership’ skills not always observed in being. Forest Schools will continue
which have not
on our own school grounds and at
the classroom.
been incurred due
other appropriate sites.
to COVID
restrictions.

Key indicator 5: Increased participation in competitive sport

Percentage of total allocation:
%

Intent
Your school focus should be clear
what you want the pupils to know
and be able to do and about
what they need to learn and to
consolidate through practice:

Implementation
Make sure your actions to
achieve are linked to your
intentions:

Impact
Funding
allocated:

*Two Day Residential (Year Two)
Residential –
*Trying sports and activities that children
would not normally be able to access in our *One Day Outdoor Education (Year One – £647.45 deposit
Parents and children)
paid.
school setting e.g., archery, climbing,
canoeing/rafting.
Development of skills and attitudes around
independence, taking measured risks,
confidence, physical agility, problem solving
**Free Sports Clubs (All year groups )
**All pupils from Reception to Year Two
given the opportunity to learn Dance,
Football, Hockey, Tennis, Gymnastics and
Nursery to Yr.2 do Yoga, free of charge.
Opportunities to discover
skills/talents/interests both sporting and for
healthy physical leisure.

***To encourage children to explore
opportunities outside of school to develop
gifts/talents/interests and physically healthy ***Local rugby coach delivered ‘taster’
sessions in school.
ways to use leisure time/enhance their
wellbeing

Covid restrictions have prevented
attendance and deposit will roll-over
until the time is right for the children to
attend.
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Sustainability and suggested
next steps:

To be rescheduled.

**Due to the success of our ‘After
**Many of our children accessed and
School Clubs’ programme and the
benefitted from after-school clubs during popularity for them, the clubs are to
Autumn Term 2019 but, due to Covid
continue. New links with external
restrictions, other opportunities for
providers will be also be explored.
2019/20 have been temporarily
We will monitor those children that
suspended
seem reluctant or unable to attend
the After School Clubs and
help/encourage those that have yet
to access some of the clubs on offer
and to come and have a go!
***Children experienced the sport of
rugby and thoroughly enjoyed the
experience.
3 boys later joined the local rugby club
and began playing competitively

To raise aspiration and a willingness to
engage in sports that children may not
usually consider as a sport but as a leisure
activity.
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None to date

Evidence of impact: what do
pupils now know and what
can they now do? What has
changed?:

***Whilst we have previously had
contact with a local rugby club
(Hindpool Tigers), which provided
‘taster’ sessions for our Year 1 and 2
children, resulting in 3 boys joining
and playing competitively, the club
are currently unable to continue the
links due to work commitments of
the coach for this age-group.
Next steps are to source other
providers for rugby, football and
other sports. On an annual basis
look for other providers to run
sessions in and out of school.
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